
Summary

The work deals with perception of space and orientation in the countryside 
in the Czech Lands from the beginning of the 12th century till the end of the 14th

century. In the first part the author describes concrete aspects of perception of 
space in contemporary cosmological concepts. He defines the distinction 
between medieval view on space as a set of concrete places and the modern 
concept of absolute and unmarked space and analyzes reflection of concrete 
features of the medieval model in the texts from the Czech environment.

As a part of analyzes of the space heterogeneity the author further deals 
with reconstruction of perception of woods as one of the types of medieval 
countryside. Historiography often attributes special position to woods in 
imagination of contemporary people. The author analyses existence of literal 
cliché presenting woods like hostile environment in narrative texts from the 
Czech cultural environment and the result is confronted with conclusions from 
interdisciplinary studies dealing both with the task of proportional representation 
of woods in medieval countryside and with it’s development and with ways of 
economic use of woods. On this bases along with the interpretation of results 
from a specific analyzes of books of interrogation statements the author comes 
to the conclusion that woods did not create a specific unit of the heterogenic 
space.

In the second part of the work the author pointed his attention to ways of 
orientation in the terrain which come directly from the form of perception of 
space. A large semantic analyzes of some crucial words creating various ways of 
localization places in the space has been done. He used mainly texts of 
chronicles and charters, two quite distinct types of sources. Their mutual 
confrontation increased the testifying value of acquired information. The author 
reconstructs the form of ways how people were acquainted with the countryside 
on the basis of semantic analyzes. He describes the big variety and narrowness 
of meanings of concrete expressions defining proximity and direction and 
detects first signs of abstract concept and clearing of concrete separate things in 
the terrain in the texts after the period of colonization and social and economic 
changes in the 13th century.




